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CHAPTER V 

MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRON ATOM COLLISION FREQUENCY IN AN 

ARC P.LASMA BY RADIOFREQUENCY COIL PROBE IN CONJUNCTION 

WITH A LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIC FIELD. 

5o19 Introduction 

Gho sal, Nandi and Sen·. ( 1976,- 1978) utili zed 

the coil probe.diagnostic technique for the measurement· 

of azimuthal conductivity and its radial distribution. 

Experiments were performed for low pressure arc discharge 

where. the change of coil impedance due to the in~ertion 

of plasma medium was only resistive and the measurements 

were in sensitive to small change of coil reactance. For 

glow dif::charges where the conductivrty is comparatively 

low both the resistive and reactive parts ~f the change 

of the coil impedance is significant and by _measuring 

those two coil impedance parameters, seve~al authors, 

viz. Basu and Maiti (1973); Basu and Hci~e (1977); 

Tanaca and Hogi ( 1964) were able to det.ermine the 

plasma conductivity as well as the electron - atom 

collision frequency in the plasma. It has been. noted 

however, that for determining collision frequencies 

for an a.rc plasma the coil probe alone is inadequate. 
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Howeverj it is conjectured that if a small steady 

longitudinal magnetic field is used in conjunction with 

the coil probe, the expected tensorial behaviour of 

plasma conductivity might be utilized to measure the 

collision frequency. In our laboratory a number of 

experiments were performed by Gupta and Mandal (1967), 

Sen and Gupta ( 1969), sen ~nd Jana (1978) on the radio 

frequency conductivity of a transversely magnetized 

plasma by a capacitor probe method. They were able to 

determine momentum transfer colliAion frequency/cro~s

section for electrons and also other parameters. In the 

capacitor probe method the plasma is inserted within a 

parallel plate condenser which forms a part of the. 

tank circuit, which is inductively excited by a r.f. 

oscillator. The plasma acts thereby',;~as a lossy dielect-
~·-

ric within the parallel platE;~ capacitor. Th_e parameters 

were determined from the measurements of real. and imagi-

nary parts of the impedance of the glow discharge plasma. 
···t-

in a number of gases. But all those measurements suffe-

red from the disadvantage that the radial distribution 

of electron density could not be taken into account 

and all those mea·suremen_ts were some kind of gross 

average of the plasma parameters over the dimension of 

the capacitors. 
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Actually the purpo E'e of the present study 

is to explore the tensorial behaviour of pla~rna con

d.uctivi ty in an arc_ plasma in presence of magnetic 

field and hence from the measured impedance para

meters both in presence and in absence of ma~netic 

f:i.eld, the el-ectron-atom collision frequency can be 

determined. The relevant theory has been developed 

taking the effect of radial distribution· of cond uc-

tivity into account. 

5 .. 2. Theor~-

If the plasma iE embedred in a static 

magnetic field,the relation between current density 

- --+-J and electric field E cannot· be expressed in 
r .. ~. 

terms of a scalar conductivity as 

... t 5"., ) 

where (]0 is the isotropic scalar conductivity which 

has no directional property.· We talked about azimuthal· 

and axial electrical average· conductivities, where 

directional property had been attributed, which was 

due to the radial non-uniformity of plar;;ma density. The 

situation is expected to be quite different if the 
' plasma is assumed to be·embedilecl in a static mag::J.etic· 
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field. The relation between current density 7 and 
~ 

electric field E in this case cannot be expressed in 

terms of a scalar conductivity as in eqn. (5.1). Either 

by solvj.ng the fluid equations given by Uman (1964) or 

by solving the transport equation and using small per-

turbation approximation given.by Krall and Trivelpiece 

( 1973) it can be shown that for a uniform axial steady. 

magnetic field, along Z direct.ion eqn, (5.1) is to 

be replaced by, 

Jx a; ~ 0 Ex 

Jy ...... ()2 a; 0 Ey ... (5.2.) 

Jz 0 0 ()3 Ez 

'· 

where , ()2. and are the components of 

the conductivity ten~or in cartesian coordinate system. 

For radiofrequency electric fiexdA where the 

radiofrequency is much smaller than electron atom colli

sion frequency and in presence of a superimposed mag-

netic field the quantities 
' are 

given by 

~ce 
(5·3) 

~ce c. + t0 e B 2. 
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••• (5.4) 

~ce 2 + CJes 2. 

e'2. n e 

me ~c 
••• (5.5) 

where the ionic contribution to conductiv1ty h~s been 

neglected and ~ce and ().)ea are the electron 

atom colli~ion frequency and electron cyClotron fre

quency re~pectively. 

For the sake of cylindrical symmetry of the 

present experimental arrangement the conductivity 

tensor defined by e qn. (5.2) may be transformed into 

cyl ind ri cal coordinate system ( r , ~ , z ) for con-
(r· 

veni ence to yield, ,, 

Jr r u2 0 
R 

E 

Jcp ru
2 

rzu: 
1 0 Ecp 

... ( 5· 6) 

Jz 0 0 ()3 Ez 

where it is assumed that the magnetic field is app

lied in the z-direction and where the subscript~ and 

superscripts (R, ~ , Z) differentiate the covariant 
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and contravarient components of the relevant vectors 

respectively; eqn. (5.6) may be rewritten in terms of 

the radial, azimuthal and axial components of the 

~:mr:rent d.enRi ty and electric field vectors as 

(f1 ru2 0 Er 

rCJ2. r '2G: 0 . ·Ecp/ r ( 5. 7) 1 ... 

Jz 0 0 ()3 Ez 

If now it is assumed that the electric field is purely 

azimuthal i.e. Er = Ez = 0, the azimuthal component 

of current density may be obtained from eqn.(5.7) as 

J<P = CJ, E <p ••• (5.8) 

Eqn. ( 5.8) clearly· defines the azimuthal cond ucti vi ty 

which is equal to which in presence of- magnetic 

field is different from the axial cond ucti vi ty Uz 

defined by 

••• (5.9) 

It may be noted here from eqn. (5.3) and (5.5) that the 

relation be tween the azimuthal and axial cond ucti vi ty 

may be written as 

••• (5.10) 
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5.2.1. Working formulae:-

The two expressions as given by Ghosal, 

Nandi and Sen ( 1978) are reproduced here: 

o(- 1 

and 

CJ ( r) = <To [ 1 - ( ~ ) 2 J n 
••• (5.11) 

where o< denotes the ratio of the radiofrec;_uency 

current without and with the plasma, R radiofrequency 
0 

resistance of t~e coil and K is the constant depend

ing upon the number of the turnsof th_B primary coil. 

Theyintroduced a term 'a' defined to be the 

construction parameters and is given by 

a= 

SO
R 

ru(r)dr 

E 
-1 (o<-1) 

f2 K'2 t 

s:r3t(r)dr 

~=· rf(r)dr 

... (5·1'2) 
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where I denotes the arc current, E the axial vol-

tage drop per unit ·length, L the length of the coil 

and f measures the frequency of the r.f. field. 

But in presence of magnetic field in the 

Z-direction, the identity (eqn. (5.12)) is not valid. 

This is evident because 

G"o([> s: r 3 f 8 (r) dr 

U02 s: rf 8 (r)dr 

••• (5.1:3) 

where <foq> and CJoz are the on-axis azimuthal 

and axial conductivities respectively, f 8 (r) 

repreEent s the relevant di stri butic·n function in 

presence of magnetic field. If we write, 

... (5·14) 

a 8 may till be said to be the constriction parameters 

in presence of magnetic field since it is only depen-

dent on the form of the conductivity distribution 

function f 6 ( r ) 

we get 

• Thus in analogy with eqn. (5.12) 
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where the s.U.ff ix B indicates the co.rresponding quan-

tities in presence of magnetic field. 

Writing 

E 
~ (o< -1) - as 

B 8 

E I 

-(o<-1) - d 
I 

We get from eqn. (5.15) and (5.16) 

and from (5o12) and (5.17). 

I 

a =a 

So from eqns. (5.18) and (5.19) 

Cloq> •. oa 
= 

<foz 0 

a t a. 
a' 

I ••• (. 5.16) 

••• ( 5.17) 

••• (5.18) 

••• (5.19) 

• •• (5.20) 

If it is now aesumed that for· small magnetic fields 

which will be used here the confining effect is neg

ligible that is the radial distribution function 

remains the same in presence and in absence of magnetic 

field. i o eo 

we get 

I 
Og 
a' ••• (5.21) 
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The quantities and a' may be experimentally 

determined and their ratio if found different from 

tm.i.ty will indicate the tensorial behaviour of con

ductivity in the magnetic field, from eqn. (5.10) and 

(5.21) we then get 

~ce 
I..Vea 

1 · 76 X 1 0 
7 

)(. 8 

I 1/ 
[ ~. - 1 ] /2. 

a' a ••• (5.22) 

where B is expressed in gauss. 

5.3. Experimental arrangement:-

A schematic diagram for experimental arrange-

ment has been described in chapter II of article 2.10. 

A mercury arc has been utilised, the arc tube of which 

is cylindrical (length 10.8 em and diam~ter 1 •. 83 em) 

and is energised by a stabilised d.c. source with a 

rheostat to control the current which is measured by 

an ammeter. The mercury arc is cooled by the external 

circulation of air. The pressure inside the arc tube 

at desired value is maintained by a variable microleak 

of a needle valve fitted to the pump line of the dis

charge tube. The mercury arc is placed between the pole 
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pieces of an electromagnet energized by a stabilised 

d.c. source. The lines of force are parallel to the 

dt:x:ection of the flow of arc current (frequency = 

3.69 Mc/s). 

The oscillator coil was placed near the working 

coil and the induced radiofrequency voltage was t·uned 

-vvi th a variable condenser. The tuned current was mea

sured with a radiofrequency rnilliamrneter·and a magnetic 

field was then superimposed adjusting the rheostat to 

make the arc current the same as without magnetic field, 

tuned current was recorded again. Simultaneously probe 

to probe voltage with and without magnetic field was 

measured with a high impedance voltmeter. The whole 

sequence of measurement of tuned radiofrequency current 

and probe to probe voltage were performed at different 

magnetic fields viz. 100G, 150G, 230G, 280G,' 345G 

discretely to study the above parameters at_ the same 

arc conditions. Each set of observation was taken at 

three different pressures namely 0.052--torr, 0.075 torr 

and 0.17 torr. 

'l1 ube specification and associated data: 

Electrode to electrode separation of the arc tube 

- 10.82 ern .Outer diameter of the tube= 1.83 ern. Inner 

diameter of the tube= 1.56 em. 
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Coil 1 ength = 4. 5 em. 

Wire diameter= 0.1 em. 

Probe to probe separation = ·4.6 em. 

Number of turns = 41 

Inductance of the coil = 8.5 MH 

Mutual inductance = 0.2073 Henry 

JR.e sul ts and discussion:-

The tunned coil probe current i
0 

without 

the arc being excited and the current i when the 

arc is excited were taken for different arc current 
I 

2.0 A, 2.5 A, and 3.0 A for three different pressures 

0~052 torr, 0.075 torr and 0.17 torr. The values of 

(oZ - 1) where o(= thus obtained have 

been platted against arc current for three differrent 

pressures in Fig. 5.1. The probe to probe ~hltage for 

three different arc currents for three different-pr~-

ssures have been measured and the values of E and 
~-

= E/I ( o( - 1) for zero magnetic field have been 

entered in table 5.1. The corresponding quantities 

o(B have been measured in presence of diffe-

rent magnetic fields 100G, 150G, 230G, 280G and 345G 

for arc current 2A and 100G, 150G, 230G, 280G, 345 G 

and 400G in case of arc 

oox·rasponding values of 

currents 2.5 A and 

' E:a a 8 = - (o( -1 ) 
1 e 8 

3. OA. The 
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have been calculated. In table ·5.1 all the above values 

are entered. It has been noted.that there is a slight 

fall in the main arc current when the magnetic field 

1:2 increased. The value of the exciting voltage of the 

arc has been slightly adjusted to restore the current 

to its original value. The val. ues of "a'j a'8 -1 

have been entered in table 5.1. Th~ values of ( o{
8

- 1) 

have been plotted against the corresponding values of 

magnetic field for three arc currents at three diffe

rent pressures in figures 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. The values 

of I a' I a's -1 have been plotted against the 

corresponding values of magpetic field for three arc 

currents for pre~sure 0.052 torr, 0.075 torr and 0.17 

torr in figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. As may 
~:--·, 

be observed they are found to be str~.igh t lines passing 

through the origin. The ·proportionality between Va'Ja'
8
-1. 

and B confirms the theoretical assumption- made 

earlier •. Thus assuming the validity of the equation 

·~ce = 
yo'/ a'6 - 1 

. 7 
1 · 76 X 10 X B 

the values of momentum·trarisfer e~ectron atom collision 

frequency for thr~e differerit discharge curr~nts and 

three different pressures have.been obtained and the 

results are entered in table 5.1. 
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The results for momentum transfer electron atom 

collision frequencies are consistent with those obtained 

by microwave transmission method in this laboratory and 

Bl.so with.literature values. It is evident from the 

resuLts that collision frequency increases with the 

tncreast{of pressure for each value of current which is 

quite natural. The increase of collision frequency with 

the increase of arc current as may be observed from the 

table is evident since as the current increases the 

mercury gets more and more heated and the vapour pre

ssure increases and consequently increases the collision 

frequency. But the current is not the only factor which 

determines the vapour pressure of mercury. Actual mer

cury temperature is dependent on many factors viz. the 

~oltage across the arc, voltage acr~ss the positive 

column, ambient temperature and over'. and above the 

cooling arr.Rngement. For this reason we have not tried 

to correlate moment urn transfer calli sian frequen cv ~ 
v ~ce 

with arc current. 

lt is to be noted that though the axial mag

netic field has been incr.eased upto 345 gauss the value 

of momentum transfer collision frequency is the same 

for val u e s of d i f.f e rent m agn e ti c .f i el clS investigated 

for a particular arc current. In this theory the mag

netic fteld has been used as a probeo If higher mag

netic fields are used the simple theory pastulated 
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will breakdown. Further the analysis of the results 

shows that the assumption that the radial conductivity 

distribution is not much changed specially for small 

values of magnetic field used here from the distri

bution without field is justified. It can be conclu

ded that though the procedure of measurement is 

rather elaborate it enables us to measure not only 

the electron atom collision frequency for momentum 

transfer accurately but its variation with arc current 

and mercury vapour pressure can also be investigated. 
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Measurement of the eledron-atom collision frequency in an arc plasma 
by a radiofrequency coil probe in conjunction with a longitudinal 
magnetic field 

S. N. SENt, C. ACHARYYAt, M. GRANTOITt, 
S. K. GHOSAL t. G. P. NAND It 
and B. BHATT ACHARJEEt 

The theory developed by Ghosal, Nandi and Sen (1976, 1978) regarding the radial 
distribution of conductivity of an arc plasma has been modiiicd to allow for the 
tensorial behaviour of the plasma when the arc is placed in a longitudinal mag
netic field. A working formula has been developed to measure the electron-atom 
collision frequency where the magnetic field has been used as a probe. This paper 
reports the results of measurement in an arc plasma (arc current 2, 2· 5 and 3 A) 
and pressure (0·052, 0·075, 0·17 Torr). The values of electron-atom collision fre
quencies (v •• ) obtained are consistent with standard literature values and the 
method can be re&arded as an alt~rnative one for determining v ••. 

1. Introduction 

A considerable number of investigations of low-pressure positive· columns in arc 
and glow discharges have been made in our laboratory, using coil probe and other 
techniques, aimed at measuring, amongst other things, the azimuthal conductivity 
and its radial distribution and the electron-atom collision frequency(\' •• ) (Ghosal et 
al. 1976 1978, Sen and Jana 1978). All have suffered from the disadvantage that the 
radial distribution of electron density could not be taken into account, so that mea
surements represented some kind of gross average. However, it was conjectured that 
if a small steady longitudinal magnetic field were used in conjunction with the coil 
probe, then the expected tensorial behaviour of plasma conductivity might be used 
to explore the values of vee. 

The purpos~ of the present study has been to explore the tensorial behaviour of 
plasma conductivity in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field, and hence from 
the measured impedance parameters, in the presence and absence of the magnetic 
field, to determine v ••. The relevant theory has been developed, taking the effect of 
the radial distribution of conductivity into account. 

2. Theoretical considerations 
If a steady magnetic field B is applied along the Z axis of a cylindrical plasma 

column (radius R) and the ion contribution to the conductivity is neglected, the 
· current density J and the electric field E will be given by the tensor 

[J,] [ u 1 
ru

2 
0 ][£'] lq, = -ru2 r 2 u 1 0 Eq, 

Jz 0 0 0'3 £: 
(1) 
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where 

S. N. Sen et a!. 

e2ne vee 
CT1 = -- 2 2 

me Vee + WeB 

e2nc WeB 
CT2 = -- 2 2 

me ·vee + WeB 

e2 n. 
CT3 = -

m0 v. 

(2) 

and. vee and weB are the electron...:.atom collision frequency and electron cyclotron 
frequency, respectively. It is assumed that the frequency of the applied radio-· 
frequency field is ~ v •• and when there is no magnetic field w.8 = 0. . 

The azimuthal conductivity CTq, aand the axial conductivity a. are different, but it 
may be noted that · 

3. Working formulae 

Ghosal et al. (1978) introduced a quantity defined by 

. w2 K2[lR 
ex - 1 = --- r2 cr(r) dr 

2nR0 0 

with 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where ex denotes the ratio of the radiofrequency current without and with the 
plasma, R 0 the radiofrequency resistance of the coil and K is a constant depending 
upon the number of turns of the primary coil. · 

They also introduced a term a (the constriction parameter) defined by 

r~~~h r~Ywh Jo E Ro Jo a= =-(ex - 1) -- = =-c:-:::-- (6) 

l\cr(r) dr 
1 !

2 

K
2
l iR rf(r) dr 

where I denotes the arc current, E the axial voltage drop per unit length, l the length 
of the coil and f measures the frequency of the r .f. field. 

However, in the presence of a magnetic field in the Z direction, (6) is not valid. 
This is evident because 

f:r 3cr.p(r) dr _1Rr3 cr0.p/Jr) dr _ cr0 4> 1Rr3
/ 8 (r) dr 

rR TCT.(r) dr - ~R TCToJJr) dr - CTo: ~R rfB(r) dr 
Jo Jo Jo . 

(7) 

where a0 q, and a 0= are the on-axis azimuthal and axial conductivities, respectively, 
andf8 (r) represents the relevant distribution function in the presence of the magnetic 
field. · · 
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If we write 

1Rr3fn(~) dr 

iR rfn(r) dr =an 
(8) 

then an may be said to be the constriction parameter in the presence of the magnetic 
field since it is' only dependent on the form of the conductivity distribution function 
fn(r). Thus, by analogy with (6), we get 

(9) 

where the suffix B indicates the corresponding quantities in the presence of the. 
magnetic field. 

Writing 

we get;from (9) and (10), · 

and, from (6) and (11), 

So, from (12) and (13), 

, Ro 
a=a j2K21 

~an= a~ 
aor a a' 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

-(14) 

If it is now assumed that, for the rc;:latively small magnetic fields which will be used 
here, the confining effect is negligible, that is, the radial distribution function 
remains the same in the presence and absence of magnetic field (i.e. a8 = a), then we 
get 

~-=a8 
a0 , a' 

(15) 

The quantities a8 and a' may be experimentally determined and their ratio will 
indicate the tensorial behaviour of the conductivity in the magnetic field. From (3) 
and ( 15), we then get 

w.n 1·76 x 107 B 

Vee= (~ _ t)l/2 = (~ _ t)l/2 
· a~ a~ 

(16) 

where B is expressed in gauss. 
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Rheostat D.C. source Ammeter 

Figure l. Schematic experimental arrangement for study of arc plasma characteristics in 
presence of a longitudinal magnetic field. Electrode separation = 10·82 em. Outer dia-
meter of the arc tube= 1·83 em. lnner diamett:r = 1·56cm. Coil length= 4·5cm. Wire 
diameter= O·lcm. Probe-to-probe separation= 4·6cm. Number- of turns= 41. 
Inductance of the coil = 8·5 mH. Mutual inductance= 0·2073 ,uH. 

~ 4. Expe_rimental arrangement -

A schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. It 
has been described in detail by Ghosal et al. (1976). A mercury arc has been used, 
the arc tube of which is cylindrical (length 10·8 em and diameter 1·83 em) and is 
energized by a stabil~ed d.c. source with a rheostat' to control the current,· which is · 
measured by an ammeter. The m_ercury arc is cooled by the external circulation of 
air. The pressure inside the arc tube is maintained at the desired value by a variable 
microleak needle valve fitted to the pump line of the discharge tube. The mercury 
arc is placed between the pole pieces of an electromagnet energized by a stabilized 
d.c. source. The lines of force are parallel to the direction of the flow of arc current. · 

The oscillator coil was placed near the working coil and the induced radio
frequency voltage was tuned with a variable condenser. The tuned current was mea
sured with a radiofrequency milliammeter and a magnetic field was then 
superimposed. Adjusting the rheostat to make the arc current the same as without 
the magnetic_ field, the tuned current was recorded again. The probe-to-probe 
voltage with and without magnetic field was measured simultaneously, by a high
impedimce voltmeter. The whole sequence of measurement of tuned radiofrequency 

·current and probe-to-probe voltage was performed at different magnetic fields 
(lOOG, 150G, 230G, 280G and 345G), to study the above parameters under the. 
same arc conditions. Each· set of observations was taken at three different pressures, 
namely 0·052, 0·075 and 0·17 Torr. 

5. Results and discussion 

Measurements ofi0 , the tuned coil probe current without the arc being excited, 
and i, the current when the arc is excited without a magnetic field, were taken for 

• 
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Figure 2. Variation of (rx- 1) with arc current for three. diflcrent pressures: P -= 0·052 Torr 
(0); P = 0·075Torr (.6.); and P = 0·17Torr (0). 

different arc currents (2·0, 2·5 and 3·0 A) for three _different pressures (0:052, 0·075 
and 0·17Torr). The values of(cx- 1), where IX= i/io thus obtained have been plotted 
againsf arc current for three different pressures in Fig. 2. The probe-to-probe volt
ages for three different arc currents for three different pressures have been measured 
and the values of E and a= (E/IXcx ~ 1) for zero magnetic field are given in the 
Table. The corresponding quantities, EB and ctB in the presence_ of different magnetic 
fields, 100G, 150G, 230G, 280G and 345G in the case of arc current 2A, and 
100G, 150G, 230G, 280G, 345G and 4}0G for arc currents of 2·5 and 3A) have 
been measured, and the details have been entered in the Table in columns 2, 3, ·7, 8, 

· · 12 and 13, for three different pressures. The corresponding values of a~ = (E8 /l 8 Xrx 8 

- 1) have been entered in the Table in columns 4, 9, arid 14. The values of [(a'/a~)' 
- 1] 1

'
2 are given in the Table (columns 5, 10 and 15). The values of (cx8 - 1) are 

plotted against the corresponding values of magnetic field for the three arc currents 
at different pressures in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. The values of [(a'/a~)- 1] 112 have been 
plotted against the corresponding values of magnetic field for three arc currents for 
pressures 0·052, 0·075 and 0·017 Torr in Figs. 6, 7 and 8. As may be observed, they 
are found to be straight lines passing through the origin. The proportionality 
between [(a'/a~)- 1] 112 and B confirms the validity of the assumptions made in 
deriving (16) and allows it to be used with some confidence to determine vee; the 
values of this parameter for three different discharge currents and three different 
pressures are given in the Table, in columns 6, 11 and 16. 

The results for v~c are consistent with those obtained by the microwave transmis
sion method in our laboratory and also with literature values. From the results 
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· P=·0·052Torr P = 0·075Torr P = 0·17Torr 

Magnetic Es [(a' fa~) Es [(a' fa~) EB [(a'/~~) 

field(G) (Vcm- 1) (IX~ -J) a' -1]112 l'c:c (Vcm- 1) (IX~'- 1) a' - 1].1/2 v" (Vcm- 1) (IX~-1) a~ - 1]112 v" .B B .. 
0 D-587 0·5385 . 0·1580 

0-3}0 
5-969 0·6097 0·3857 0·1174 6·714 0·620 0·350 0·1080 7·612 

100 0·565 0·500 0·1413 X 109 0·587 0·3466 0·1076 0·265 X 109 0·609 0·335 0·1020 0·235 X l09 

2A 150 0·554. 0·470. 0·1303. 0·445 0·576 0·340 0·0979 0·395 ~ .0·5~8 0·320 0·0'957 0·350 
230 0·511 0-425 0·1086 ,0·675 . 0·533 0·325 0·0865 0·600 0:565 0·300 0·0848 0·530 
280 0·489 0·385 0·0941 0·820 0·511 0·300 0·0766 0·730 0·544 0·285 0·0775 0·640 
345 0·457 0·345 0·0788 1·010 0·489 0·280 0·0685 0·905 0·522 0·260 0·0679 . 0·790 

~ 
0 0·5174 0·655 . 0·1356 7·22 . 0·522 0·5076 0·1060 .. 8·042 0·543 0·400 0·087 9·36 

~ 
100 0·500 0·623: 0·1246 0·2450 ·. X 109 0·517 0-4848 0·1003 0·220 X 109 0·533 0·390 0·83 0·195 X 109 

150 0·489 0·5968 ·. 0·1168 0·3650 0·500 0-4706 0·0941 0·330 0·522 0·380 0·0793 0·285 ~ 

"' 
2·5A 230 0·457 . ·o-5429 0·0991 0·5600. 0·467 0·4478 0·0837 0·505 0·496 0·370 0·733 0·430 

::I 
('> 

280 0-435 0·5286 0·0919 0·6850 0·457 0·4242 0·0775 0·610 0-478 0·360 0·0689 0·520 ... 
34,5 0·4015 0·5015 0·0807 0·8400 0-435 0·3944 0·0686 0·755 0·457 ·0·345 0·0630 0·640 ~ 
49D 0·391 0·4692. 0·0734 0·9700 0·413 0·3714 0·0614 0·870 0-435 0·333 _o~E72r, o-740 

0·7925 0·0919 9·308 0·446 0·590 oe877 10·98 0·500. 0·500 . ' 
0 0·348 0·0833 11· 79 

100 0·337. Q· 7857. . 0·0.882 0·1950 X 10~ 0·'439 0·5806 o-0 850 0·165 X 109 0-496 0-490 0·0810 0·150 X 109 

150 0·330 0·7650 0·0843 0·2850 0·430 0·5737 0·0823 0·240 0·489 0·480 0·0783 0·225 
3A 230 0·304 0·7544 . 0·0765 0·435 0·413 0·5555 0·0765 0·350 0·478 0·468 0·0747 0·345 

280 0·293 0·7250 0·0709 0·525 0·402 0·5385 0·0722 0-450 0-467 0-460 0·0717 0-410 

355 
0·283 . 0·6949 - 0·0655 0·645 .c.~-;· 0·380 0·5230 0·0682 0·550 0·457 0·440 0·0670 0·510 

4 0 0·272 0·6750 0·0612 0·745 0·380 0·5077 0·0644 0·640 0·435 0·438 0·0635 0·590 

Table of numerical results . 

•.. 
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Magnetic field _in gauss 

Figure 3.. Variation of (cx 11 - 1) with magnetic field at P = 0·052 Torr: arc current: 3 A (0); 
2·5 A (.6); and 2 A (0). 
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Magnetic field in ~cuss 

Figure 4. Variation of(cx11 - 1) with magnetic field at P = 0·075T~rr. Symbols as in Fig. 3. 
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0 300 400 
Magnelic field in gauss 

Figure 5. Variation of(cx8 - 1) with magnetic field P = 0·17TQrr. Symbols as in Fig. 3. 

0 100 400 
. ,• . .- Mog!1etic field, in gl9uss 

Figure 6. Variation of [(a'/a~)- 1] 112 with magnetic field at P = 0·052Torr. Symbols as in 
Fig. 3. 
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Magnetic "field in gauss 

Figure 7. Variation of [(a'ja~) ~ 1]1' 2 with magnetic field at.P = 0·075Torr. Sy~bqls. as in 
Fig. 3. 

Figure 8. 

Magnetic field in gauss 

Variation of [(a'ja~)- 1r12 with magnetic field at P = 0·17Torr. Symbols as in 
Fig. 3 . 
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obtained, it is evident that v •• increases with the increase of pressure for each value 
. of current, which is quite natural. The increase of v •• with the increase of arc current 

could be due to the fact that as the current increases the mercury gets hotter. Other 
factors, however, .are involved, such as the voltage across the arc and positive 
column and tpe arrangement for C09ling. For this reason we· have not tried to cor
rel~te v •• with arc current. 

It is pahicularly noteworthy that although the axial magnetic field has been 
increased to 345G, the value of v ••. is nearly the same for a particular arc.current. 

. . . . This justifies our use _qf a magnetic field as a. probe. If still higqer fields were used, . 
·-' "thesimpl_e theory used would pre~umably break down' atacertain:'stage.'· .· .. ·.· .. 

We may conclude by saying that although the measurement procedure is rather 
elaborate it does enable us ·to measure not only the electron-atom collision· fre
quency. for momentum tra,nsfer with some accuracy, but also· its_ variation. with arc 
current and mercury vapour pressure. · . 
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